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Zt is w!l-known that the logarit.hmic derivative /ti_.+I of a square matrix .4 has 
its value no less than the maximum real part p of the cigcnva9ucs tff A and thcw 
exist matrices A such that flA[.A ] > p with respect to any norm in CR. ‘fhc purpow 
of this note is to show that ri[Aj can be made equal to p for some operator norm in 
C’n if and only if thovc eigenvalues of .4 with maximum real part arc simple roots of 
the minimal polynomial for .4. 
The logarithmic derivative of an N w t-2 square matrix A {in general, 
complex-valued) is defined by 
where I is the identity matrix and I/- I! is an\. norm on the class of all I 
11 x 1~. m&Lrices. Notice that the limit in (I) exists, and the value of ,$A 
depends on the norm / 1 l 11. In the study of stability problems of differential 
equations under nonlinear perturbations, it is desirable to know the 
smallest value of &!I] (e.g. see ! 21, [3]). However it is known that 
i]exp(tA) 1) < exp(tpjA :) and py.4! > p G max{ Rc &, 1 C< i 5; II) with 
respect to any norm 1 I . i I, where ii,, . . . , 1, are the eigenvalues of ~1 (cf. 
;3, pp. 41 and 593). Thus the best possible value of &Aj is equal to p. 
Notice that exp(~4) is a fundamental solution of the lincaar differential 
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equation dxfdt = Ax. In a previous note i_6] the author showed that 
given any N x 12 matrix A and any e > 0 there exists an operator norm 
11. lie, depending on 8, such that 
and that there exist m.atrices A such that &A] # p with respect to any 
norm. The purpose of this note is to give a necessary and sufficient 
condition on ,4 such that y&I] = p for some norm 11. Ilo. In other 
words, we single out the class of matrices whose logarithmic derivatives 
can be made equal to the maximum real part of their eigenvalues hp 
suitable choice of the norm in (1). Our approach to the problem is to use 
the basic technique in W1 for the treatment of semigroups of linear operators 
in an infinite dimensional Banach space. The results in [6] and the present 
note are closely related to that obtained in [l], [Cj in the study of the field 
of values for matrices. Our tnain result is the following. 
The proof of the theorem depends on the following proposition. 
PYOO~. Suppose th;it. /d&A = p. Then (3) 
from 1 jexp(tA) 1 lo -5 exp(t&Xj j for t 2 0 that 
1 fexpi t(A - pl)] 1 ICI = exp( - Pt) 1 Iexp(tA) Ilo 
= 1 for all t 2 0. 
Hence the inequality (3) follows from the equivalence relation bettvcetl 
any two norms in a finite dimensional space. This proves the necessi@. 
To show the sufficiency, we set B = A - pl. Then by (3) Jlexp(tB) 1 i = 
expt - Pt) I IexpW ) I j -5 M for all t. Define a norm on the $I-dimensional 
I{uclidean space C* (or A?) by 
!I II x cI = supllexp(sR) A-[!, (x E C’“). (4) 
s 2 (I 
Since for any t > 0 
j !exp(tU) xlio = sup 
s,‘-0 
= sup 
$30 
it follows that 
lexp(sH) exp(tIS) xj i 
f texp(l(A - pI)j j I,, == ijexp(U3) 1i,, = sup ( j jexp(tB) xi iI,) s; I. 
.rn ‘- I 
This shotvs that f lexp(tA) 1 /o <_ exp(pt) for al1 t > 0. From the relation 
A-‘l(j/l +- h.ljj,, - 1) - (ljexp(kA)//,, -- 1); 
Hence by definition &A] 6: p. On the other hand, if i; is an eigenvalue 
c-bf A with Re(j.) = p and .y is a corrcspottding eigettvector ~vith !js$, = 1 
t.llcrl 
where 0(/Q/h --+ 0 as h --) W. But 
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we see from (7) that p S&U&~]. Therefore p&I _1 = p. This completes 
the proof. # 
Prooj of tha Theowm Let B = A - pl and let pi be the eigenvalues 
of B SO that /3i = & - /I. Denote by #(A) [resp., $(B)] the minima] 
polynomial of A (resp. B). Then AI is a simple root of #(A) if and only if 
Bi is a simple root of #I(B). Notice that Re(&) < 0 for each i = 1,. . . , a. 
It is well-known in the theory of differential equations that l[exp(tB)tj ;< 
&I (t > 0) for some M if and only if those eigenvalues pi with Re(&) = I) 
are simple roots of #J(B) (cf. $3, p. 561 or [4, p. 128j). Hence /lexp(tA)I j < 
A$ exp(pt) (b 2 0) if and only if those eigenvalues Ai with Re(lJ = p are 
simple roots of #(A). Therefore the theorem is proved by the previous 
proposition. m 
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